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Overview

1. Defining democracy
- a deliberative democracy perspective + a performative dimension
- democratic roles and stages
2. Democracy and public space
3. Possible questions



Parkinson’s (2012) critique of urban theory:
• the idea of democracy is either taken as a background assumption 

not worth exploring or is taken to be something roughly equivalent to 
freedom – a liberal, individualist perspective 

• all sorts of public activity are often treated as equivalents: 
encountering members of the public in playful settings is normatively 
the same as engaging in collective decision-making

• democratic space is more than an accessible space



Defining democracy
• ‘rule by the people’; a way of making collective decisions 
• “decisive public reasoning on common issues among all 

affected interests” (Parkinson 2012:47)

Deliberative perspective
• emphasizes not only the decision-making moment but all the processes 

of opinion formation and public debating before actual voting. 
• requires a sense of ‘we’: a sense of being mutually affected by decisions

We need spaces for diverse cross-community encounters



Democracy: the performative dimension
• A performative, dramaturgical dimension: democracy is not merely the 

interplay of arguments and reasons in some abstract public sphere but is 
performed by people, with different aims, on diverse stages

• rhetoric and drama –essential elements of everyday communication -
some amount of dramatic spectacle is necessary for reaching audiences 

• policy process: “a battle between competing grand narratives, with good 
guys and bad guys, tragedy and comedy, and the selection of salient facts 
to bolster or undermine particular storylines” (Parkinson 2012:35)

• Hajer (2005, 2009): The modern media do not merely transmit words; they 
transmits images. In that environment good narratives are essential.



Roles and stages in democracy

Citizens need stages for preforming democratic roles (spatial and non-
spatial)
- Articulating interests, opinions, experiences
- Making public claims
- Expressing and defending/contesting norms
- Re-presenting experiences, opinions, interests of others
- Scrutinizing public action/inaction

The availability of public space for collective performance is one of the 
most important conditions for democracy (Parkinson 2012:38)
• with no place to voice our views as citizens we become more passive about  

what happens to our communities/country…



Public roles in the context of public space:
an initial operationalization

• Articulating interests, opinions, experiences: support of bottom-up initiatives; 
availability of non-commercial meeting places; broad participation in planning 
processes; influence on development, program and use of public space; 

• Making public claims: opportunities for leaflet distribution, protest actions, etc.

• Expressing and defending/contesting norms: availability of spaces for different 
social/cultural groups, including subcultures and street artists; festivals..

• Re-presenting experiences of others: public art offering opportunities for 
symbolic identification for different groups; diversity of cultural events; advocacy
in planning processes: representing disadvantaged groups



Democracy and public space
‘Public space’: the physical subset of the public sphere (Parkinson 2012:87)

Physical space can be ‘public’ in four major ways:
1. is openly accessible: where strangers are encountered / everyone has free right of entry 

(Geuss, 2001: 52; Arendt 1958) E.g. public squares and market places, political debating 
facilities

2. includes common resources (public buildings, parks, infrastructure, nature, sites of cultural 
heritage…)

3. has common effects (private buildings, commercial facilities, …)
4. used for the performance of public roles (Articulating interests, opinions, experiences; 

Making public claims; Expressing and defending/contesting norms; Re-presenting
experiences of others)

Democracy requires public space in sense 4 and 1, and is concerned with public space in senses 
2 and 3.
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Possible questions: physical spaces
• Which democratic roles are played out in given spaces (Articulating

interests, opinions, experiences; Making public claims; Expressing and 
defending/contesting norms; Re-presenting experiences of others)?

• What kinds of public are recognized or excluded in given spaces?
• What possibilities of political action are there?
• What conflicts arise over the use of public space?
• Are there any counterpractices that attempt to reclaim space from private 

actors?
• To which extent does a given space encourage cross-community

encounters (direct and symbolic), sustaining the sense of «we»?
• Do the symbolic associations of spaces line up with their intended 

purposes?
• Do public spaces preserve memory and heritage (e.g. through monuments, 

public art, context-specific architecture)?
• How is social diversity represented in symbolic terms?



The policy process
The policy process in the deliberative system(Parkinson, 2006a: 166–9): 
• problem definition and agenda-setting, 
• deliberation over alternatives,
• the decision-making moment itself, and 
• post-decision implementation 

Catt (1999):  ‘define, discuss, decide, implement’.

What precedes all the formal steps of decision-making is the generation of narratives in the 
informal public sphere (normative claims about what should be done to whom; conflicts over 
collective resources, etc.) 
We need to;
- encourage much wilder, looser, informal discourse generation. 
- ensure that formal agenda-setting/decision-making processes  capture the variety of 

narratives circulating on particular topics (Parkinson 2012:29)



Possible questions: process

• What was the understanding and scope of democracy in planning 
processes? 

• How do the decision makers see the roles of public space?
• What have been done to encourage a wider, informal discourse 

generation on public space?
• To which extent the formal agenda-setting and decision-making 

processes have attempted/managed to capture the variety of 
narratives and voices?

• Which voices have been prioritized/ignored by decision makers?
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Defining capabilities
• The capability approach focuses on the quality of life. 

• Its central questions are “What am I able to do and to be? What are 
my real options?” (Nussbaum 2011:106)

• Capabilities constitute “a set of basic entitlements without which no 
society can lay claim to justice” (Nussbaum 2003:36) 

• Capabilities are not only enhancing individual lives, but also 
influencing the ability of individuals to participate in democratic life 
of a society.



Capability (Nussbaum 2011) Initial operationalization
1. Life crime prevention
2. Bodily health recreation; access to green areas; reduction of environmental 

pollution; access to local organic food
3. Bodily integrity crime prevention
4. Senses, imagination and 

thought 
tactile and symbolic qualities of design; public art; spiritual and artistic 
practices; opportunities for self-expression

5. Emotions development of a sense of belonging /public capital; meaningful 
relations

6. Practical  reason bottom-up processes; citizen’s real participation in planning, 
development and programming of public spaces; flexible and 
adaptable planning and building (new needs may emerge); temporary 
use of empty spaces based on local demands…

7. Affiliation social inclusion/nondiscrimination; opportunities for various forms of 
social interactions: e.g. local clubs/ associations and other non-
commercial meeting places for all segments of society

8. Other species relation to nature (plants, animals): access to green areas, 
involvement in urban agriculture, etc.

9. Play recreational activities; community play spaces
10 Control over one’s 

environment. 
(a)political: participation in decision-making; (b) material – influence 
on one’s physical settings; community ownership (commoning?)



Capabilities and public space
What are individuals able to do and to be in public spaces? 
• Are public spaces safe, healthy, and well maintained?
• What kind of impact can citizens have on planning, development processes, programming, and actual 

use of spaces? How much can they influence their local environment? Is there any support for 
bottom-up processes?

• Does planning and design of spaces allow for changes based on local needs articulated by the 
community? (flexibility/adaptability)

• Are there many opportunities for play/ recreational activities/contact with nature/ food growing? 
• Do public spaces offer opportunities for symbolic identification for different societal groups (formal 

characteristics + functions acknowledging different user groups)?
• Are there many opportunities for participation in community life and meaningful relationships within 

and across societal groups?
• Have there been any measures to address urban loneliness/ social isolation?
• What kind of non-commercial meeting places are available? 
• Are there opportunities for temporary, non-profit utilization of unused premises and empty land 

plots?
• Whose needs are recognized/neglected?
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Operationalization of capabilities

Operationalizing it is not a one-time thing, should be always open to 
negotiation!
“ Some critics seem to be nostalgic for an approach that would cleanse 
the capability approach from all of the value choices and provide an 
intellectual breakthrough — like finding a cure for AIDS. (…) But many 
of the residual value judgments in the capability approach will need to 
be made on the ground over and over again.” Alkirie (2005:127)



Capabilities vs. functionings

• The difference between capabilities and functionings: the realized vs. 
the effectively possible (or: achievements, actual “beings” and 
“doings” vs.  freedoms/opportunities). 

• Functionings in public spaces may include: playing, resting, taking 
part in social events, engaging in urban agriculture… Corresponding 
capabilities include: a real opportunity to play/recreate in a public 
space; a real opportunity to influence one’s environment; …). 

• Capability, not functioning, is the appropriate political goal of public 
policy (it respects citizens’ freedom of choice – e.g. a person with a 
plenty of food may choose to fast). (Nussbaum 2010)



Conversion factors: an issue to be considered?
Conversion factor: the degree in which a person can transform a 
resource into a functioning.  
E.g. an able bodied person has a high conversion factor enabling her to turn a bicycle into a 
commuting means, while a disabled person has a very low factor.

Three major types of conversion factors (Robeyns 2016): 
- Personal conversion factors: factors internal to the person, such e.g. 
physical condition, gender, age, skills, intelligence, economic status…
- Social conversion factors: factors emerging from the society in which one 
lives, e.g. legal frameworks, public policies, social norms and practices, 
societal hierarchies, power relations related to class, gender, race, etc. 
- Environmental conversion factors: emerge from the physical or built 
environment in which one lives – e.g. climate, pollution, topography, 
infrastructure… 



Thank you
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